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NEW QUESTION: 1
In comparing Vector graphics to Raster graphics, which
statements describe Vector graphics? Select THREE.
A. difficult to resize
B. results in relatively large files
C. used in CAD software
D. treats lines, arcs and circles as individual objects
E. can be scaled without sacrificing quality
F. resolution is fixed regardless of the capacity of the output
device

Answer: C,D,E

NEW QUESTION: 2
Your company has an Office 365 subscription and uses Microsoft
Exchange Online. Employees have archive mailboxes that have the
default retention policy applied.
A new company policy requires some existing mailboxes to have a
retention policy that deletes only email messages in the
Deleted Items folder after 90 days. Deleted messages must be
recoverable. None of the existing retention tags meet the new
requirement.
You create an empty retention policy named Policy-90.
You need to configure the retention policy and apply it to the
mailboxes.
How should you complete the relevant Windows PowerShell script?
To answer, drag the appropriate code segments to the correct
targets. Each segment may be used once, more than once, or not
at all. You may need to drag the split bar between panes or
scroll to view content.
Answer:
Explanation:
Explanation
Retention Policy Tags are used to apply retention settings to
folders and individual items such as e-mail messages. These
settings specify how long a message remains in a mailbox and
the action to be taken when the message reaches the specified
retention age.
A Retention Policy is a group of retention tags that can be
applied to a mailbox.
In this question, we have a new retention policy named
Policy-90. We need to create a new retention tag to specify the
deletion of email messages in the Deleted Items folder after 90
days. We then need to assign the retention tag to the Policy-90
retention policy. Then we apply the Policy-90 retention policy
to mailboxes.
The New-RetentionPolicyTag cmdlet creates a new retention tag.
The Set-RetentionPolicy cmdlet adds the retention tag to the
retention policy.
The Get-Mailbox cmdlet retrieves a list of mailboxes and the
Set-Mailbox cmdlet is used to assign the retention policy to
the mailboxes.
References:
https://technet.microsoft.com/en-GB/library/dd297955(v=exchg.15
0).aspx
https://technet.microsoft.com/en-GB/library/dd335226(v=exchg.15
0).aspx
https://technet.microsoft.com/en-us/library/dd335196(v=exchg.15
0).aspx

NEW QUESTION: 3
How many CI Identifiers can be configured per CI Class?
Response:
A. 0
B. 1
C. 2
D. 3
Answer: A
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